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1.1 Initial Configuration 
 

The reporting obligations for insurance undertakings are set out in the Commission Implementing 
Regulation (EU) 2015/2450 of 2 December 2015 laying down implementing technical standards with 
regard to the templates for the submission of information to the supervisory authorities.  As part of 
preparations for Solvency II, firms were provided with configuration spreadsheets where they 
identified the reporting templates that they were required to file.  These were then reviewed by the 
GFSC’s supervisory team and the accepted configuration can be viewed on the Invoke Portal.   

 

Example configuration spreadsheet 

 

Example reporting schedule in Invoke. 

1.2 Changes to a firm’s reporting schedule 

 

Going forward, a firm’s reporting schedule can be tailored according to their requirements and this is 
to form part of a discussion with their respective regulatory officer.  We remind firms that the 
obligation to identify the reporting templates that they are required to submit rests with them and 
that they should ensure that this schedule remains up to date.     

In some cases, firms may complete all templates they deem relevant but the Invoke Portal will 
reflect that they still have outstanding templates to complete.  This occurs where a previous 
configuration no longer reflects their reporting requirements and these templates may need 
deletion from the firm’s schedule.  In this instance firms should contact their regulatory officer who 
will then review whether these templates should be removed.   

 

1. Quantitative Reporting Template (QRT) Configuration 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32015R2450
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32015R2450
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32015R2450
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Above: A firm has reported 6/7 of their required templates for their Day 1 reporting but 12/12 of their quarterly 
reporting.   

Please note that the GFSC is unable to remove templates from a firm’s schedule if the firm has 
already created a template for that period.  If a firm has already created a template that they no 
longer require, they are to delete the template in question before requesting its removal by their 
regulatory officer.  This request should be accompanied by the rationale for the removal of the 
template.     

Of note is that the configuration agreed with the GFSC is to be reflected in the in S.01.01, “Content 
of Submission” template for each reporting period in order to avoid ‘consistency check’ errors where 
the templates indicated as filed do not agree with those actually submitted.  Firms are reminded to 
update their S.01.01 “Content of Submission” template, particularly after a template has been 
removed per the process detailed above as this is a common error. 

1.3 Quarterly Exemptions 
 

Firms that have been granted quarterly exemptions are required to submit a limited subset of 
templates.  The following table sets out the templates required.  Please note that additional 
templates are required for Q2 and relate to the firm’s second quarter on a financial year basis e.g. a 
firm with a reporting year running from 1st January-31st December will be required to report two 
additional templates for its quarter ending 30th June.   
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2. Invoke Users Configuration  

2.1 Initial user configuration 
 

Firms were provided with user configuration spreadsheets which provide the GFSC with the 
necessary information to create a profile for each permitted Invoke user.   

 
Once configured, users were provided with their passwords with each firm being required to provide 
the GFSC with a ‘Primary Invoke Contact’, a user within the firm that is to be contacted in case of any 
specific reporting issues.  For example where there was a change to the reporting deadline of all 
Group Day 1 returns.  This contact facility is to ensure that those members of staff within a firm that 
are responsible for filing returns are made aware of important updates or changes. 

2.2 User Permissions and Functions 
 

There are several different levels of access that a user may be granted by a firm to introduce control 
over the reporting process.  These permissions are listed below: 

View – Enables the user to view data that they, or another user, has created.  

Create – Enables the user to upload, create or change information on a template.  

Export – Enables the user to download template data in Excel format.  
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Approve – Enables the user to approve the information provided, ready for submission.  When a 
user attempts to approve a submission, all templates within that submission will be cross-validated 
according to the EIOPA taxonomy.  Prior to the approval process being performed across all 
templates, a user may select certain templates for validation by using the checkboxes on the left 
hand side of the screen and selecting ‘validate’.  Please consult the EIOPA guidance for further 
information .  

Extract –This action is the final step of the submission process and will provide the GFSC with an 
XBRL document.  This will complete the formal filing obligations to the GFSC.  Please note that there 
is currently no requirement to send the GFSC the XBRL document via email or any other means.    

Due to the software license restrictions, firms are permitted a total of three users within the Invoke 
portal.   

 

3. Taxonomy Changes 

 

EIOPA has released its roadmap for taxonomy changes for the remainder of 2016 through to 
September 2017.  It has also made available a document covering Governance of Taxonomy 
Releases and Schedule 2016 and their Taxonomy Roadmap. 

 

Firms are encouraged to keep abreast of these changes and plan according to the latest information 
available to them via EIOPA’s reporting website.   

 

file:///C:/Users/lucym/Downloads/2.1.0%20Solvency%20II%20Validations%20(Public%20Working%20Draft)
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.0.1/EIOPA_Public_2016_Taxonomy_Governance_and_Schedule.pdf
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.0.1/EIOPA_Public_2016_Taxonomy_Governance_and_Schedule.pdf
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.0.1/SII_Taxonomy_Roadmap.xlsx
https://eiopa.europa.eu/regulation-supervision/insurance/reporting-format
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4. Basic Information Template (Relating to S.01.02) 

The Basic Information template holds a significant number of important facts that, if reported 
incorrectly, can prompt errors relating to both the EIOPA taxonomy and against the GFSC’s own 
internal validations.  In order to prevent common errors being made within the Basic Information 
template, the following guidance is provided to assist firms.   

Completion of Basic Information template 

All fields within the Basic Information template are to be completed.  Firms leaving any fields blank 
will be asked to re-submit.   

C0010/R0010 Undertaking name 

We expect firms to use their full legal form, as registered with their respective Local Operating Unit 
(“LOU”) for the purposes of obtaining an Legal Entity Identifier (“LEI”).  This should include brackets 
in the case of ‘ABC Insurance Company (Gibraltar) Limited’ and should not abbreviate the form, such 
as ‘Co’/ ‘Ltd’/ ‘plc’.   

C0010/R0020 Undertaking identification code 

EIOPA have advised that it is a requirement that each insurer should obtain an LEI from an 
accredited LOU.  A list of accredited LOU can be found here.  The LEI should be used when submitting 
Solvency 2 data. 

Where a firm belongs to a group that is required to file group QRTs, a separate LEI is required for 
each insurer within a group and for the group itself. 

Within C0010/R0020 only LEIs are accepted by the GFSC.  Please note that the "LEI/" prefix is 
required before the actual LEI number e.g. "LEI/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX" 

C0010/R0040 Type of undertaking  

There are currently no composite undertakings within Gibraltar.  The correct entry is ‘2’ for Life 
undertakings and ‘3’ for Non-Life undertakings.  

C0010/R0050 Country of authorisation 

At this time the GFSC guidance is to use the ISO 3166-2 code for the United Kingdom, “GB”.  

C0010/R0070 Language of reporting 

All firms are to report in English and therefore this field must equal “en”. 

C0010/R0080 Reporting submission date 

This is the date that the firm is submitting its return. 

C0010/R0090 Reporting reference date 

This should agree with the firm’s reporting schedule and reflect the date of the information being 
reported e.g. 31st March 2016, 30th June 2016 etc.   

C0010/R0100 Regular/Ad-hoc submission 

Regular reporting is the expected entry in this field.  Ad-hoc reporting may be required as part of 
ongoing supervision, but this where applicable, will be notified and coordinated with the firm by 
each firm’s respective regulatory officer. 

C0010/R0110 Currency used for reporting 

https://www.leiroc.org/lei/how.htm
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Article 3 of the “Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/2450 of 2 December 2015” states 
that: 

“ (a) for individual reporting, the currency used for the preparation of the insurance or reinsurance 
undertaking's financial statements; 

(b) for group reporting, the currency used for the preparation of the consolidated financial 
statements.” 

C0010/R0120 Accounting standards  

The GFSC expects the accounting treatment used to prepare the QRTs to be consistent with that 
used by the firm in its financial statements. 

C0010/R0130 Method of Calculation of the SCR  

Note that any response other than ‘1’, being the standard formula, requires our prior approval.   

Firms must discuss this with their regulatory officer should they wish to use additional adjustments, 
as permitted by Article 308a of the Solvency II Directive (for example Undertaking Specific 
Parameters).   

C0010/R0210 Initial submission or re-submission 

Initial Submissions 

Normal submissions, even re-submissions required by the GFSC, are expected to be ‘initial 
submissions’. 

Re-Submissions 

Firms may however be required to re-submit via the Invoke portal after a deadline has passed and 
the GFSC has already sent a firm’s data onto EIOPA.  The re-submission option is then required for 
EIOPA to differentiate between the first set of data received for the firm and any corrected versions.  
Firms will be instructed when this is applicable by their regulatory officer.      

4.1 Mistakes/Errors/Material Changes 
Where firms have realised they have a mistake prior to the deadline of a submission (or 
resubmission, where applicable), firms may “extract” and resubmit as many times as required to the 
Invoke portal.  A firm’s regulatory officer will use the latest version submitted prior to the deadline 
for supervisory purposes.   

Should a firm need to make further amendments to their submission after their deadline has passed 
then they are to contact their regulatory officer to arrange a revised deadline after providing the 
rationale for this change.     

4.2 Re-submission Process 

Firms using XBRL upload can simply upload successive files with the latest one representing their 
formal submission to the GFSC. Earlier uploads should be Invalidated as per the instructions below to 
indicate that they are not to be used.  

Firms that have new Excel files available can upload them instead of using the Duplicate and Edit 
functions. 

Firms entering data via the portal or Excel upload can follow the full process for resubmission as 
shown below.  
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 Select each of the Extracted templates in turn that you want to amend, and select Duplicate. 

 

This will create copies of the original data as per the example below showing S0201 and S2301 
duplicated. 

 

 Amend the duplicated templates to reflect any required changes. 

 Select any one of the new templates and select Approve. 

This will create copies of any original template that you did not duplicate, as shown below where 
S0101 has been replicated with its original data and approved along with S0201 and S2301. 

 

 Select any one of the new templates and select Extract. 

This will create a new Submission file and change the status of all of the new templates. The 
highlighted file in the example below was created on the same day as the others, but at the later 
time of 11:52 making it the most up to date submission e.g 2016070511491025.xml. 

 

 Select any one of the OLD templates and select Invalidate. 
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This will mark all templates from the original submission to show they should not be used. 

 

 

5. Software Compatibility 

Minimum Browser Specifications  

 

While some users have been able to use the Invoke portal successfully with Internet Explorer, it has 
been our experience that Google Chrome can provide better performance.   

Please note that the minimum browser specifications are: 

 Internet Explorer 9 

 Google Chrome 17 

 Mozilla Firefox 16.2 

 Safari 5.2 

 Opera 11.6 

 

6. Knowledge Transfer 

 

Firms are reminded that the GFSC expects firms to transfer knowledge internally as staff gain 
experience using Invoke and reporting under Solvency II.  This is a particularly important 
consideration if a firm loses key as it is the responsibility of firms to ensure effective handover and to 
disseminate knowledge within their reporting teams.   
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7. Filing Processes and Status Explanations 

 

7.1 Actions within Invoke 
 

The actions available to each user differ according to their permissions configuration and what 
actions have previously been taken by other users.  An example of this is that templates must be 
created before being edited.   

The toolbar at the top left hand corner shows the actions that can be taken once a user has selected 
a template. 

 

7.2 View by Instances vs View by Tables 
 

Invoke e-Filing offers two different views of the filing calendar: 

 View by tables – showing the Deadline by which submissions must be made to the GFSC 

 View by instances – showing the Period End date of the respective template set 

To switch from one view to another, click the corresponding button in the toolbar. 

 

The view by tables shows the report templates, sorted by filing deadline, and grouped by module 
type. It is the calendar's default view mode and most users will work from here when creating and 
progressing templates. 

The view by instances shows report instances, grouped by period end date and only includes 
templates once they have been created. This view reflects the final XBRL instance document and 
users may be directed to some of the specific functionality when required. 
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Where several attempts at submission, due to corrections or updates, have been made then this 
view can help to group the respective templates by submission file. The ‘Filings follow-up’ view 
provides a level of traceability across user activity and is available at the bottom left hand corner of 
the screen. 

 

7.3 Downloading a blank template (Excel Spreadsheet) 
 

Many filers prefer to work offline, preparing their data in Excel for upload back into the portal. To 
support this, it is possible to Export templates in Excel format that reflect the structure and 
calculations of the web forms. 

This requires the following actions: 

1. Select and create an empty template 
2. Save the template which will enable the Excel Export button 
3. Select the Excel Export button 
4. Your Excel download will begin. 

EIOPA will continue to make further additions and changes to the SII reporting specification for some 
time, and these changes will be reflected through subsequent versions of the Invoke filing portal. 
Firms should be wary of reusing previously downloaded Excel templates in case these have been 
updated, which could result in errors or non-compliant data. 
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The current version of the portal can be identified by clicking on the question mark and choosing 
‘About’.  

 

7.4 Approval 
 

Once a user has approved their return, the instance will show the status ‘Extraction pending’: 
 

 

7.5 Extraction 
 

Extraction can be achieved by selecting ‘approve’ and then ‘extract’.   Templates that have been filed and 
made available to the regulator show the status ‘Extracted’.  No further action is required from the firm after 
this has been done.  Importantly, there is currently no need for a firm to email its XBRL to the GFSC since we 
have access to the Invoke filing portal. 
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7.6 Invalidation 
 

If a user wishes to invalidate their data so that it is not used for supervisory purposes, they may 
select the templates in question and click ‘invalidate’, changing the status to ‘Invalidated’. 

 

7.7 Making changes to data that has already been approved but not extracted 
 

It is not possible to amend a template once it has been Approved (Extraction Pending). Instead, the 
templates must be progressed through to Submission (Extracted) and then a new set of templates 
created based on the original. These can then be changed, Approved and Submitted as a new set 
and the original set Invalidated. 

Once the data to be replaced has been extracted, the re-submission process set out in section 4 can 
be used to create a replacement data set. 

Firms using their own XBRL software should upload a replacement file and follow the remainder of 
the re-submission process as set out in section 4.  
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8. Common Invoke Filing Errors 

8.1 Dynamic Tables 
 
Some firms have encountered issues with uploading templates that rely on repeating data, referred 
to as dynamic tables, rows or columns.  In particular, lists of assets and other ‘open’ sections of the 
Quantitative Reporting Templates require a particular accompanying text string i.e. 
“$DYNAMIC_R_BEGIN” adjacent to the entries that a firm wishes to upload.  Please note that this 
can only be used on “.xlsx” workbooks.  

Access to the user guidance on this issue is available online through the portal by selecting the ‘?’ in 
the menu bar and then ‘help’. 

 

 

8.2 Value Lists  
 

As per EIOPA’s specification for harmonised reporting there are a number of facts that are limited to 
values from a defined list. When entering data into an Excel Spreadsheet or Portal Web Form, the 
firm must provide a value that complies with the list. Likewise, when uploading XBRL files the metric 
value must comply with the Taxonomy constraints. 

Please note that additional characters such as spaces or line breaks will prevent the value from being 
accepted. 

In the Basic Information example below the value for Language of Reporting in row R0070 column 
C0010 must be ‘en’ for English. 
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In the S0602 List of Assets example below the value for Issuer Country in column C0270 must be a 
valid country code from the list or one of the two multi-country identifier codes ‘XA’ or ‘EU’. 

 

 

In some cases EIOPA can apply additional constraints as shown below in the LOG file for S0602. In 
relation to the above example the Issuer Country must not contain a value for lines reporting specific 
CIC codes or the Property category. 
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9. Common Reporting Errors – EIOPA Validations 

 

As with most SII software providers, Invoke make extensive use of the EIOPA XBRL taxonomy to 
configure the reporting data sets and apply validation as per the Implementing Technical Standards. 
Where the system exposes firms to the complexities of XBRL many have found this difficult to 
understand, which has resulted in a significant number of queries being passed onto the GFSC. 

Firms are reminded that there are several published documents that should be referred to prior to 
raising their concerns with us.  It is also important to note that it is the responsibility of firms to 
diagnose and resolve filing issues. 

Please note that new versions of the documentation will be published in line with EIOPA’s taxonomy 
roadmap. SII software providers monitor EIOPA publications in order to make provision for the 
changes but there is a period of time between publication and implementation to ensure providers, 
filers and supervisors are ready. 

9.1 Diagnosing a failed validation 
Validation can be performed within the portal by selecting ‘Validate instance’ from the list of 
templates or by selecting ‘Formulae’ from an opened view of one or more selected templates. The 
latter approach has the benefit of providing links to the cells involved, where this is applicable. 

In the example below the S0101 and S0102 templates have been selected and opened together for 
view. When validation is performed a Technical Validation (TV) error is displayed stating that the 
Identification Code does not comply with the expected format. 

By expanding the message and clicking on the notified cell, 15-D, the screen is updated to present 
and highlight its location within the view. 

 

It is possible to turn on row and column labels in the portal to further reflect an Excel spreadsheet 
view by clicking on the small arrows at the top left of the template view, as shown above. 
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As a further example, a number of firms have received the Business Validation (BV) error below. 

 

In this example, the firm has failed EIOPA business validation ‘BV4’.   

To access more information on this error, firms can open the EIOPA Excel workbook 2.1.0 Solvency II 
Validations (Public Working Draft) and go to the business validation tab. 

 

Once in the business validation tab, use the filter to view the validation ID that corresponds with the 
error in question.   Note that there are many more fields with further information on business 
validations that are explained in the ‘Read Me’ tab.   
 

 
Firms should then be able to assess the nature of the error by viewing the ‘Error Message’, ‘Enriched 
error message’ and technical validation from this spreadsheet.   The accompanying Solvency II 
Validations Syntax document breaks down some of the more technical language and will also assist 
firms in understanding why it is that some validations are being failed.   

 

 
 

 

https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_SolvencyII_Validations_2.1.0_PWD.xlsx
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_SolvencyII_Validations_2.1.0_PWD.xlsx
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_Solvency_II_validations_syntax_2.1.0_PWD.pdf
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_Solvency_II_validations_syntax_2.1.0_PWD.pdf
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9.2 Filing rules for Solvency II Reporting 
Furthermore, the 2.1.0 EIOPA XBRL Filing Rules for Solvency II Reporting set out explanations of the 
terms used within XBRL reporting under Solvency II.  The terms within the technical language used 
‘Must/Should/May’ and ‘indicators’ are examples where EIOPA refer to a specific meaning or 
instruction.  Firms are strongly encouraged to read these documents to make themselves aware of 
the subtleties of reporting in XBRL.   

 

9.3 Duplicate facts 
It is not possible to have two different values for the same ‘fact’ as per the EIOPA Taxonomy.  Firms 
are reminded to consider that this is a specific XBRL constraint resulting from the adoption of XBRL 
as the means for transferring data to the EIOPA. As such where firms collate their templates 
together for validation, they may encounter issues when cross-validating templates.  This may only 
become evident when looking at data across multiple templates.  Please therefore consult the 
‘Identical data points’ tab in the 2.0.1 Solvency II Validations. 

The Invoke Portal also provides some assistance in this situation. By opening multiple templates for 
view and selecting ‘Validate duplicate facts’ the user is presented with detail of the template(s) and 
cells involved.

 

https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_XBRL_Filing_Rules_for_Solvency_II_reporting_2.1.0_PWD.pdf
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.0.1/EIOPA_SolvencyII_Validations_2.0.1.xlsx
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9.4 Validation across multiple templates  

This can be achieved by selecting multiple templates within the checkboxes on the left hand side and 
selecting ‘validate’.   

9.5 Supervisory reporting formats 
 

Firms are reminded that the basis behind EIOPA’s technical specification is to promote the concept 
of Harmonised Reporting, as demonstrated by Article 2 of the Implementing Technical Standards 
(ITS).   

“ (a) data points with the data type ‘monetary’ shall be expressed in units with no decimals with the 
exception of templates S.06.02, S.08.01, S.08.02 and S.11.01, which shall be expressed in units with 
two decimals; 

(b) data points with the data type ‘percentage’ shall be expressed as per unit with four decimals; 

(c) data points with the data type ‘integer’ shall be expressed in units with no decimals.” 

Firms are therefore reminded that it is not acceptable to express facts/figures in thousands.   

Related to the above is the need to ensure the appropriate level of precision is specified against the 
reported data. This becomes important not only to support accurate subsequent use of the reported 
figures but also to ensure calculations apply the required tolerances when comparing results. 

The Invoke system sets these tolerances in the context tab of the templates and these are unlikely to 
need to be changed. For uploaded XBRL files it is important to ensure that the correct ‘Decimal’ 
precision is applied as per the EIOPA rules. 

Other such constraints can be found in the ITS and the EIOPA Filing Rules. Though of relevance to all 
firms, these are of specific importance to those that upload XBRL files generated by their own 
software.  

Though the Invoke system will apply much of the EIOPA taxonomy validations it may not pick up all 
inconsistencies in the source XBRL instance document. This can mean that validated files submitted 
to us may still contain errors.  These will continue through to the submission file that is received by 
the GFSC and can result in subsequent issues. We will contact firms as appropriate to follow up any 
concerns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32015R2450
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9.6 Common Error Codes 

We have undertaken some analysis of validation errors experienced by firms during reporting that 
has been received to date. A number of themes are present as shown in the following tables which 
may help firms in the future. 

 

9.6.1  Filing indicators – Content of Submission 
 

The filing indicators listed in S0101 ‘Content of the submission’ do not match the templates that 
have actually been created or not created. 

 

Message Code 

There is a mismatch between the entry in the content template {template code} 
({row code}) and declared filing indicator for template {template code}. 

s2md_TV0-14 

s2md_TV0-16 

s2md_TV0-17 

s2md_TV0-2 

s2md_TV0-90 

 

9.6.2 Data must be entered in a certain pattern 
The data entered does not match the expected pattern, often relating to identification codes such as 
the LEI which must be 20 characters in length and contain only alphanumeric characters.  Note that 
most of these relate to prefixes which were often missing from investment data. 

Message Code 

dim:CE doesn't follow "LEI/[A-Z0-9]{20}" or "SC/.*" pattern s2md_TV2 

dim:IW doesn't follow "ISIN/[A-Z0-9]{12}" or "CUSIP/.*" or "SEDOL/.*" or 
"WKN/.*" or "BT/.*" or "BBGID/.*" or "RIC/.*" or "FIGI/.*" or "OCANNA/.*" or 
"CAU/.*" pattern 

s2md_TV5 

dim:UI doesn't follow "ISIN/[A-Z0-9]{12}" or "CUSIP/.*" or "SEDOL/.*" or 
"WKN/.*" or "BT/.*" or "BBGID/.*" or "RIC/.*" or "FIGI/.*" or "OCANNA/.*" or 
"CAU/.*" pattern 

s2md_TV9 

si1552 doesn't follow "LEI/[A-Z0-9]{20}" or "None" pattern s2md_TV12 

si1553 doesn't follow "LEI/[A-Z0-9]{20}" or "None" pattern s2md_TV13 

si1554 doesn't follow CIC code pattern s2md_TV22 

si1899 doesn't follow "LEI/[A-Z0-9]{20}" or "SC/.*" pattern s2md_TV16 
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9.6.3 Consistency Across Templates 
 

Values must be consistent across templates, some of which will be picked up by duplicate fact 
checks. There are a variety of rules that implement this type of check. Some are quite complicated as 
below where the comparison is restricted to certain asset types. 

Message Enriched Message Code 

Cash and cash equivalents 
reported in the template 
S.02.01 Balance sheet 
should be equal to the total 
Cash and cash equivalents 
that are not held in index-
linked and unit-linked 
contracts reported in the 
line-by-line assets reporting 
template S.06.02 

BV376: Cash and cash equivalents reported in the 
template S.02.01 Balance sheet should be equal 
to the total Cash and cash equivalents that are 
not held in index-linked and unit-linked contracts 
reported in the line-by-line assets reporting 
template S.06.02 -->Template 1: S.02.01; 
Template 2: S.06.02; Filter: ({S.06.02, c0290} like 
'##71' or {S.06.02, c0290} like '##72') and 
{S.06.02, c0090}=[s2c_LB:x91]; Expression: 
{S.02.01, r0410,c0010}=sum({S.06.02, 
c0170,(sNNN)}) 

s2md_BV376-3 

 

Some items have been omitted from one table but present in another where there needs to be 
consistency. From the filings we have received to date this is a specific issue relating to S0602 and 
S0603, either across these two templates or across the tables within the template.  

Message Code 

There is at least one Collective Investment Undertaking reported in template 
S.06.03 that is not reported in template S.06.02. 

s2md_BV433-1 

s2md_BV433-2 

s2md_BV434-1 

s2md_BV434-2 

There is at least one security reported in Table 1 of S.06.02 that is not reported 
in Table 2 of S.06.02 

s2md_BV432-1 
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Useful links 
 

Solvency II Validations Syntax  

The aim of this document is to describe syntax, wording and patterns used in definition of business 
rules for the Solvency II taxonomy. It is complementary documentation to the 
EIOPA_SolvencyII_Validations.xlsx spreadsheet that contains the entire set of business validations. 

2.1.0 Solvency II Validations (Public Working Draft) 

 Detailed Change Log between 2.1.0 PWD and 2.0.1 

Changes between taxonomy versions. 

2.1.0 EIOPA XBRL Filing Rules for Solvency II Reporting 

This document describes the filing rules applicable to remittance of XBRL instance documents for 
Solvency II Pillar 3 reporting. The aim of this document is to:  

– define rules that limit the flexibility of XBRL in the construction of XBRL instance documents (N.B. 
these are in addition to rules defined in the XBRL specifications and EIOPA Solvency II XBRL 
Taxonomy), 

 – provide additional guidelines related to the filing of data in general or specific cases. 

EIOPA DPM Documentation 

This document describes the Data Point Model [DPM] defined by EIOPA to support reporting of 
Solvency II data. It introduces the DPM terminology, presents the resulting artefacts (DPM Dictionary 
and Annotated Templates) and explains in details the approach applied for data modelling. 

DPM Dictionary 

Annotated Templates (All QRTs) 

 

https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_Solvency_II_validations_syntax_2.1.0_PWD.pdf
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_SolvencyII_Validations_2.1.0_PWD.xlsx
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_SolvencyII_DPM_Change_log_2.0.1_vs_2.1.0_PWD.xls
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_XBRL_Filing_Rules_for_Solvency_II_reporting_2.1.0_PWD.pdf
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_DPM_Documentation_2.1.0_PWD.pdf
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_SolvencyII_DPM_Dictionary_2.1.0_PWD.xlsx
https://dev.eiopa.europa.eu/Taxonomy/Full/2.1.0_PWD/EIOPA_SolvencyII_DPM_Annotated_Templates_2.1.0_PWD.xlsx

